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EXCLUSIVE MEETING OFFER
Organise your meeting in one of our fully renovated
meeting spaces in Park Plaza Utrecht with our
DDR package, and 1 out of every 10 persons will
join free of charge. Our unique event and meeting
spaces offer flexible and creative solutions to events
and functions of all sizes.
Book your meeting reservation before the
31st of December 2019.
Book now: nlsales@pphe.com
*Subject to availability and new bookings only.

LOCATION
UT RECHT

Ideally located near Utrecht
Central Station in the heart of the city,
and an easy walk from Jaarbeurs exhibition
centre and Utrecht’s business districts.
On-site parking available on request.

Meetings and
events offer

Feel the authentic
PARK PLAZA UTRECHT
Westplein 50, 3531 BL Utrecht
T: +31 (0) 30 292 5200 | nlsales@pphe.com
Pre-function area

radissonhotels.com/parkplaza
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MEMORABLE MEETINGS
The dedicated conference floor, located
on the top level of the hotel, boasts
10 fully equipped function rooms,
each with natural daylight. Perfect for
corporate meetings, training sessions and
private events for up to 120 delegates.

Executive Iconic View Room

Private event space

ROOMS & FACILITIES

PRIVATE EVENT SPACE

Park Plaza Utrecht offers 120 spacious
rooms, all with free Wi-Fi, Smart TV,
mini fridge, and tea and coffee making
facilities. Executive Rooms also enjoy
stunning city views and a luxury
bathroom with rain shower. The hotel’s
facilities include a restaurant and bar,
a 24/7 fitness area, in-room dining and
on-site parking.

Host a celebration, dinner or product
launch in the flexible event space of
our modern restaurant. Our dedicated
events team will talk you through the
many options, from walking to seated
dinners, and ensure that everything
goes without a hitch.
Meeting Room

Boardroom
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